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Active Network Intelligence
Sandvine helps organizations run world-class networks with Active Network Intelligence, leveraging 

machine learning analytics and closed-loop automation to identify and adapt to network behavior in 

real-time. With Sandvine, organizations have the power of an intelligent automated platform from a 

single vendor that delivers a deep understanding of their network data to drive faster, better decisions.

Our solutions make networks more efficient, enable service differentiation, rationalize disparate 

data sources, and increase profit margins. With 2.1 billion network users across more than 150 

major operators and 500 enterprises benefiting from using Sandvine as their network intelligence 

innovator and partner, Active Network Intelligence from Sandvine is powering the next wave of 

network transformation.

Our customers
Telecom Operators 

Sandvine's solutions can be deployed by network operators of any size, with any 

combination of access technologies (e.g., Cable/DOCSIS, DSL/FTTx, Satellite, 3G, 4G, 

5G, WiFi, WiMAX), in any type of network (e.g., physical, virtualized, or hybrid).

Government Regulators 

Sandvine enables government regulators to gain visibility into the quality that is being 

delivered to consumers and verify the truth in advertising for those services. They also 

ensure that network operators can easily comply with regulations that keep children 

safe and mitigate illegal applications on the network. 

Enterprises 

Sandvine provides actionable insight that can empower small and medium business, 

enterprises, and educational institutions to reduce their mobile and fixed data usage 

costs, protect users, and increase productivity, without the need for on-device software 

or extensive IT expertise through virtual CPE options and cloud-based offerings.

Why Sandvine?
See with Clearer Eyes
Without high-quality data that you can trust, it's impossible to make informed decisions about your 

network. Sitting in-line on the network, the Sandvine platform provides deep data granularity so 

that customers see everything, in real-time. Full contextual awareness means that user, service, 

application, and device data are all correlated and made actionable. Sandvine truly understands 

network traffic by leveraging heuristics, behavioral correlation, and machine learning.

Act Smarter Every Day 
At Sandvine, we understand that success hinges on the ability for organizations to run at the speed 

of their customers' businesses. Your team needs to be able to make faster, smarter decisions that 

continually get better over time. With the power of the Sandvine Policy Engine, organizations can 

link any condition to any action to make decisions in real-time. Intuitive visualization capabilities drive 

actionable business insights, while machine learning continually optimizes policies based on user 

behavior. 

Handle the Unexpected 

In today's constantly evolving technology environment, you need a highly versatile architecture that 

can identify and adapt immediately to changing market conditions and opportunities. Sandvine gives 

organizations the fine-grained control by more easily allocating each application, user, service, and 

device the resources it needs, on-demand. We work with the network you have – whether virtual, 

physical, cloud, elastic, in-line, network edge, or data center core – so you don’t need to rearchitect 

to gain tangible value. Our solutions also scale up or down to match the size of your user base and 

network volume to maximize cost efficiency.

Drive New Economics 
Running today's network is challenging. With network complexity growing and operating budgets flat, 

networks are not able to meet user expectations for quality of service (QoS) and quality of experience 

(QoE). Sandvine closes this economic gap, delivering dramatically higher performance by leveraging 

machine learning, artificial intelligence analytics, automation, and cloud deployments. Our customers 

report new revenue streams, faster time to market with new plans and services, a better overall 

network user experience, and higher profitability. 



Use Case Index

Solution Area: Analytics 
Turn the power of Sandvine’s deep data granularity into insights that take the 
guesswork out of managing your network, providing you with unmatched visibility into 
your network and service delivery.

Performance and Operational Monitoring 12

Service and Subscriber Monitoring 14

Performance Analysis 16

Capacity Planning Analysis 18

User Behavior and Demographic Analysis 20

SIEM Integration 22

Solution Area: Network Optimization 
Get the most out of your network: contain costs, run more efficiently, and support 

best traffic management practices and network neutrality guidelines by intelligently 

managing traffic to deliver high-quality services and improving customer experience.

Fair Usage and Congestion Management 24

Video Streaming Management 26

Heavy User Management 28

Wholesale and Peering Link Management 30

Carrier-Grade Network Address Translation 32

TCP Optimization 34

Traffic Steering/Diversion 36

Network Threat Management 38

User Threat Management 40

Solution Area: Revenue Generation 
Grow revenue by rapidly deploying innovative services that meet customer demand 

and outpace the competition, with Sandvine’s proven policy and charging expertise.

Zero-Rating and Application-Based Plans 42

Advanced Data Services 44

Advanced Roaming Services 46

IMS and VoLTE Services 48

Parental Control 50

Sponsored Data Services 52

Engagement 54

Solution Area: Revenue Assurance 
Get paid fairly for the data and voice services you deliver by actively identifying and 

limiting the fraud that is impacting your revenue right now. 

Video and Television Fraud Management 56

Interconnect Bypass Fraud Management 58

Data Fraud Management 60

Data Revenue Leakage Monitoring 62

Solution Area: Regulatory Compliance 
Adapt to changing regulatory environments with flexible solutions that support new 

requirements and are proven to reliably meet the stringent needs of operators and 

regulators alike. 

Regulatory Quality Monitoring 64

Regulatory Data Retention 66

Regulatory Traffic Management 68

Regulatory VoIP Management 70
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Analytics
Take the guesswork out of managing your network

Network Optimization
Closed-loop innovations that cut cost, accelerate 
performance, and increase quality of experience

With the right data and analysis, network 

operators are empowered to make decisions 

based on facts, rather than assumptions and 

guesses. Of course, insights are only actionable 

if the data foundation is trustworthy and crucial information 

can be accessed by those who need it, when they need it 

and in the right format.

Sandvine's Analytics solutions leverage unique traffic classification 

and measurement technologies to provide network operators 

with unmatched visibility into the network and its users.

Whether operators are monitoring key metrics in real-time, 

exploring data in interactive dashboards, using advanced 

machine learning and artificial intelligence algorithms to find 

hidden relationships and trends, or sending a targeted stream 

of data records into a big data engine, Sandvine takes the 

guesswork out of network management.

Network operators who choose Sandvine benefit from a range of 

real-world Analytics use cases that fall into two groups:

• Real-Time Monitoring: Ensure the network and its services 

are delivering to expectations by closely monitoring the 

metrics that matter.

• Trending Analysis: Make the right strategic choices, 

informed by using advanced reporting and exploratory 

analytics to understand the network's past, present, 

and future.

Traffic volumes continue to grow even as network budgets flatten. To help network 

operators continue to intelligently innovate, Sandvine offers a number of proven 

Network Optimization solutions.

These solutions leverage Sandvine's rich real-time and historical context (e.g., user identity, device 

characteristics, application, congestion awareness, network topology, etc.) and close the loop by 

using many different techniques to actively optimize network traffic. Importantly, Sandvine's Network 

Optimization solutions conform to network neutrality guidelines around the world while improving 

network quality and performance.

Solutions include:

• Fair Usage and Congestion Management: Manage network congestion precisely, taking 

action only where and when needed, to extend infrastructure lifetime and protect user QoE. 

• Video Streaming Management: Optimize video streaming to ensure all users get consistently 

good quality, and the network isn’t threatened by extreme load. 

• Heavy User Management: Make significant improvements to overall service quality and 

improve overall user quality by identifying and managing the network's heaviest users.

• Wholesale and Peering Link Management: Control cost and maximize user QoE by 

precisely managing traffic peaks and compositions at vital network transport links.

• TCP Optimization: Exert intelligent control over TCP to markedly improve network traffic 

performance and ROI for expensive resources like radio access networks, satellite links, and 

WAN circuits. 

• Carrier-Grade Network Address Translation (CGNAT): Conserve IPv4 public address 

space and offload high-bandwidth applications from existing NAT devices to manage growth 

and cost.

• Traffic Steering/Diversion: Enable VAS use cases by redirecting traffic through a specific 

network function (e.g., a cache, a content filter, etc.) and reinserting that traffic back into the 

normal network flow.

• User Threat Management: Enable network-based security for the burgeoning number of 

networked devices by blocking threats aimed at infecting users and mitigating the impact of 

infected devices on user security and QoE.

• Network Threat Management: Protect your networks from distributed denial-of-service 

(DDoS) attacks, mitigating the effect of attack traffic and ensuring service availability.
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It’s no secret that average revenue per user (ARPU) and average revenue per 

account (ARPA) are declining: increased competition and a lack of easy sources 

of growth mean that network operators need to create new revenue sources while 

maximizing existing ones.

Sandvine's policy and charging expertise and support for industry standards empower network 

operators to create innovative services built around real customer demand, so they can outpace the 

competition and reap the revenue rewards.

Importantly, Sandvine's complete Active Network Intelligence platform means that these services 

can be launched quickly while simplifying the overall network architecture, through functional 

consolidation and automated workflows.

When it comes to powering innovative, revenue-generating services, Sandvine is the proven leader, 

with a compelling portfolio of real-world solutions to attract and retain customers:

• Sponsored Data Services: unlock new revenue streams and create value with third-party 

sponsored opportunities.

• Advanced Data Services: stand out from the crowd and grow new revenue by becoming 

the market leader for innovative, intelligent, feature-rich data services.

• Advanced Roaming Services: provide affordable, unique, and enticing options for traveling 

data users and protect them from unexpected roaming fees.

• Zero-Rating and Application-Based Plans: create value, increase revenue, and enhance 

customer loyalty by offering plans with in-demand applications with differentiated pricing.

• IMS and VoLTE Services: deliver superior and reliable voice-over-LTE services.

• Parental Control: give peace of mind with multi-access content and application 

management for minors.

• Engagement: successfully roll out and manage data services while increasing satisfaction 

and personalization with contextual notifications and self-management.

Telecommunications fraud is an oft-talked about, 

but little-understood issue that costs network 

operators billions of dollars every year.

Sandvine's Active Network Intelligence capabilities empowers 

operators to identify and manage fraud that is impacting their 

revenue right now.

In addition to identifying fraud, the deep insights the Sandvine 

platform provides also lets operators track down revenue 

leakage from misconfigurations and oversights in other systems, 

elements, and interfaces. Our solutions also enable you to identify 

video piracy services that may be running on your network that 

do not comply with government regulations. 

Network operators are choosing Sandvine to address real-world 

use cases, including:

• Interconnect Bypass Fraud: Protect call termination 

service revenue by discovering, monitoring, and managing 

over-the-top (OTT) voice bypass fraud.

• Video and Television Fraud Management: Protect 

revenue and maximize value from exclusive media content 

by discovering, monitoring, and managing video and 

television piracy on the network.

• Data Fraud Management: Protect data revenue by 

uncovering fraud and discovering leakage.

• Data Revenue Leakage Monitoring: Identify the 

misconfigurations and oversights that cause revenue leakage.

Revenue Generation
Grow revenue by rapidly deploying innovative services

Revenue Assurance
Get paid fairly for the data and voice services you deliver
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Complying with changing regulatory environments 

requires flexible solutions that can quickly adapt 

to new needs and use cases.

Sandvine’s Regulatory Compliance solution delivers industry-

leading scalability and flexibility for telecom operators and 

regulators. Sandvine's ability to combine regulatory compliance 

with a broad set of operational use cases ensures that 

an operator can achieve a high ROI on even mandatory 

compliance deployments. 

There are a growing number of use cases that are encompassed 

by Sandvine's Regulatory Compliance solution:

• Regulatory Quality Monitoring: Measure throughput, 

latency, and packet loss across all fixed and mobile 

operators in a country or a region to ensure consumer 

quality of experience standards are met.

• Regulatory Data Retention: Surgical selection and 

storage of data required to be retained to comply with 

governmental regulations.

• Regulatory Traffic Management: Compliance with 

governmental regulations for monitoring and blocking 

applications and content to comply with security, safety, 

and other mandated policies.

• Regulatory VoIP Management: Comply with regulatory 

requirements to monitor and manage unlicensed/illegal 

Voice-over-IP services.

Regulatory Compliance 
Keep up with changing network operator regulations

11

Use Cases



Performance and Operational 
Monitoring 
Monitor services and troubleshoot problems in real-time 
to ensure high-quality performance 
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BACKGROUND

Modern networks are incredibly complex: they’re made up of 

many elements, often spanning vast geographies, that work 

together to deliver crucial services to consumers, businesses, 

government organizations, connected cars, and an ever-growing 

list of internet-capable devices.  Keeping today’s networks up-

and-running requires rich, deep, and broad real-time insights 

that can be used to diagnose problems, to prioritize operational 

activities, and to determine the appropriate actions to rectify 

quality issues.

With the right performance and operational metrics, network 

operators are empowered to make quick and accurate decisions 

that can save the day; lacking these metrics, operators must play 

a high-stakes guessing game with everything on the line.

13

SOLUTION

Sandvine ensures the network is delivering services and 

applications that meet user expectations by closely monitoring 

the metrics that matter: from detailed transport measurements, 

application-aware performance information, to QoE scores that 

can even take into account consumer speed test utilities.

This information is available to network operators in real-time, 

either through a stream of data records that can be connected 

to a big data system directly or via a telemetry message bus, or 

for visualization through Sandvine’s Insights analytics products.

IMPACT AND RESULTS

Sandvine’s customers have what they need to quickly diagnose 

issues before they grow into service-impacting problems, and to 

respond appropriately should problems arise.

Ultimately, end customers are more satisfied, and operational 

efficiency increases. 

ANALYTICS

Network operators 
with the highest 
customer experience 
scores realize 5x the 
subscriber growth as 
do their lagging peers

A Sandvine view of the performance 

of CDNs from an application 

perspective to help an operator 

determine if customer problems are 

due to their network, or due to the 

content provider’s networks

ANALYTICS

Operator heat map of performance 

to identify hotspots that are 

experiencing quality degradation

Save Money:
• Faster time to resolution on problems, reducing OPEX.
• Optimize CAPEX to solve systematic performance hotspots.

ROI



Service and Subscriber Monitoring
Prevent user issues and diagnose problems by measuring 
and monitoring individual user and service quality metrics 
in real-time
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BACKGROUND

A fast, reliable connection is now a fundamental expectation 

for most internet users. Long-gone are the days when people 

tolerated occasional outages or service degradations; instead, 

even the slightest decline in service quality – whether real or 

perceived – is enough to trigger a customer to phone the support 

line and perhaps argue for a reimbursement, or at worst, churn to 

another network operator.

For network operators, maintaining high customer renewal rates 

demands an intense and relentless focus on operational quality. 

This approach requires complementing traditional operational and 

performance monitoring by shining a spotlight on the real-time 

performance of individual services and monitors the experience 

of individual network users – whether just a subset of high-value 

users, or the entire customer base.

ANALYTICS ANALYTICS

IMPACT AND RESULTS

By monitoring service performance and user QoE in real-time, 

Sandvine’s customers are able to take informed corrective action 

before quality issues pose a threat to customer satisfaction. 

Additionally, logging this performance information creates a 

valuable case history in the event that a customer calls to dispute 

the QoS delivered.

US mobile operator satisfaction 

survey from Harris Mobile Insights 

mirrors subscriber growth – 

reflecting a tight alignment between 

satisfaction and growth

SOLUTION

Sandvine provides network operators with unique insight into 

real-time service performance and user QoE.

Based on leading traffic identification and measurement 

capabilities, and linked to customer identity, this information 

delivers deep insight into the performance of individual 

applications and application categories, cloud-based services, 

speed test utilities, individual protocols, and more.

Sandvine’s Customer Care Insights 

enables care agents to quickly 

determine the root cause of a 

customer’s issue and recommend a 

fix, drastically shortening customer 

call time

Save Money:
• Reduce customer care call times.
• Reduce customer care agent training time.

Make Money:
• Upsell users based on real-time interactions.

ROI
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BACKGROUND

Today’s network operators are being scrutinized more than ever: 

while network users have higher expectations and are regularly 

running applications to ensure that they’re receiving excellent 

performance quality, telecom regulatory agencies are requiring 

operators to report on their performance — or are deploying 

their own measurement solutions — to give consumers insight 

into what they can expect from their service.

Using key performance indicators (KPIs) and key quality 

indicators (KQIs), operators can better understand their 

network’s performance; these metrics provide insight into the 

end user’s experience and network-level performance of critical 

services and applications.

SOLUTION

Sandvine provides powerful metrics that combine detailed 

measurements into unique quality scores that quantify user 

experience for video and audio streaming, web browsing, VoIP, 

and even speed test utilities.

Using these metrics and other raw measurements, network 

operators are able to understand network performance for:

• Crucial network services.

• Applications used on the network.

• Network elements.

• Individual customers.

Plus, by leveraging Sandvine’s traffic classification technology, 

network operators can go even deeper into these metrics 

and other important subjects, to answer both strategic and 

operational questions.

IMPACT AND RESULTS

By monitoring performance and making data-driven decisions, 

network operators are able to create competitive differentiation, 

gain market share, and reduce churn, while increasing revenue 

and profits from new services and improving subscriber QoE.

ANALYTICS ANALYTICS

Performance Analysis
Unique insights for better network and quality decisions

OFCOM Performance report for 

November 2016 of UK fixed line 

providers

Screenshot from an Ookla Speedtest 

– a user generated performance test

ScoreCard from Sandvine measures 

the actual QoE delivered to network 

users and associates that with how 

application QoE will be impacted by 

performance

Save Money:
• Maximize ROI on CAPEX by focusing on QoE delivery.

Make Money:
• Gain brand reputation by winning regular performance awards.

ROI
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BACKGROUND

Capital expenditure burdens on operators remain significant as 

customer demand for data and data-heavy services constantly 

increases, and network operators have to plan and expand 

capacity. But the solution is more than simply rolling out ‘fatter’ 

pipes: today’s networks are a complex mix of traditional network 

elements, caches, and content delivery networks, making 

it difficult – and expensive – for operators to adapt existing 

infrastructure.

To make informed decisions about capacity planning and network 

engineering, today’s network operators need more than basic 

volume projections – they need the deepest possible insight into 

usage trends.

SOLUTION

Sandvine provides unmatched visibility into network traffic and 

trends, from comprehensive measurements to advanced QoE 

metrics, with granular application visibility, user visibility, and 

network topology/hierarchy awareness.

By aggregating and analyzing this information – whether in 

Sandvine’s Analytics interfaces or a big data system – operators 

can make truly informed network architecture and engineering 

decisions.

IMPACT AND RESULTS

With the insight provided by Sandvine’s solutions, network 

operators design and benefit from an optimized network, and 

know exactly how to spend every unit of capital to deliver a 

maximum positive impact and return on investment. Capacity 

Planning Analysis also provides more visibility into how 

subscribers are using the network, allowing operators to plan 

their network strategy for both short- and long-term needs. 

Capacity Planning Analysis
Fact-based planning for investment and growth 

ANALYTICS ANALYTICS

Sandvine’s ScoreCard provides a 

location-based view of network 

performance to identify performance 

and quality hotspots that need 

investigation and/or investment

Identifying performance outliers is 

a key part of capacity planning to 

maximize CAPEX ROI

Save Money:
• Enhance quality to retain users.
• Maximize CAPEX ROI by identifying hotspots and root cause.

ROI
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BACKGROUND

Operators are competing with nimble disruptors for a share of 

the customer wallet; the upside is greatest for network 

operators who can play a leading role in creating new 

ecosystems. Efforts to personalize services and improve 

customer engagement are vital to all players, but keeping pace 

with changing customer attitudes requires a more sophisticated 

segmentation of users and a keen understanding of their needs. 

Analytics must measure user behavior (e.g., web browsing 

habits, video interests, application popularity, etc.) and link them 

with demographic insights to develop a comprehensive 

understanding of customers and to unlock monetization 

opportunities.

Verizon generated 
$7 billion in digital 
advertising in 2016 - 
roughly 6% of 
overall revenues

SOLUTION

Sandvine enables you to understand user behavior and 

demographics by providing unmatched insight into network 

usage and related characteristics. This information lets network 

operators answer questions, including:

• What applications are most popular at different times of day?

• What new network services are growing in popularity?

• How does behavior change by day of the week?

• How do preferences change by device?

• How many devices are in today’s connected home?

• What websites are customers accessing?

• What are the warning signs of pending customer churn?

IMPACT AND RESULTS

Network operators who use Sandvine to gain a deeper 

understanding of their customers put that information to use in 

many beneficial ways, including:

•  Identifying customers with a high propensity to churn, and 

taking preventative action.

•  Increasing subscriber loyalty by introducing relevant services in 

response to – or in anticipation of – emerging demands.

•  Growing revenue from incremental activations by recognizing 

underserved markets.

•  Pursuing more relevant content deals and partnerships based 

upon demographics analysis.
 

 With the right data, the possibilities are endless.

ANALYTICS

User Behavior and 
Demographic Analysis
Big data fuels new, subscriber-based revenue streams  

ANALYTICS

Operators need the right intelligence 

to plan how they can attract 

subscribers with innovative services 

based on popular applications like 

Netflix

Sandvine’s Deep Insights provides 

granular intelligence on how users 

are consuming applications and 

identifying opportunities for upsell 

Make Money:
• Offer innovative service plans to increase ARPU and retain users.
• Upsell users based on their interests.
•  Leverage enrichment to create contextual offerings – location-, 

time-, or device-based.

ROI
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BACKGROUND

Effective network defense requires both tactical intelligence and 

long-term strategies: real-time information empowers network 

operators to respond immediately to threats, while trending and 

analytics provides crucial insights that enable network operators 

and security specialists to choose the best strategic approach 

for the future. Failure to have the right level of security visibility 

can result in: 

•  Core network outages, resulting in high emergency recovery/

restoration and investigation costs.

• Millions of dollars in lost revenue.

• Degraded network performance.

• Poor customer experiences.

To be effective, Security Information and Management (SIEM) 

systems need good data sources that can provide context to 

data far beyond simple flow logs, as shown in the graphic below:

ANALYTICS

SIEM Integration 
Closely monitor DDoS, malware, and other cyber threats  

SIEM Data Stack: https://thegrid.ai/

big-data-analytics/what-is-siem-do-

we-need-it-for-big-data/
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SOLUTION

Using Sandvine’s real-time data and trend reporting interfaces, 

security operations teams can monitor malicious traffic 

threatening network users and resources, such as address scan 

activity, DDoS attacks, botnet traffic, and active connections 

related to phishing scams and malware infections. 

In Sandvine’s Deep Insights, network operators can instantly 

zero-in on the source and target of each network threat with 

the flexibility of navigating directly to an individual user or 

network element.To inform longer-term strategies, network 

operators can explore Sandvine’s security insights in powerful 

Analytics dashboards. These dashboards let personnel conduct 

trend analysis, apply advanced clustering algorithms, and 

automatically or manually analyze all the security data gathered 

by Sandvine’s solutions.

IMPACT AND RESULTS

Network operators with Sandvine’s real-time security visibility are 

able to immediately detect and respond to network threats as 

they materialize, preventing further damage and acting before 

threats turn into emergencies that impact many users.

By understanding longer-term security trends, these same 

operators can make informed decisions about threat defenses 

and general security strategies. Tomorrow’s threats will not be 

the same as today’s, and network operators that prepare more 

effectively will benefit significantly by having the right tools in place 

when inevitable attacks arrive.

ANALYTICS

Save Money:
• Minimize the number of systems needed to feed data into SIEM.
•  Faster mitigation decisions, saving OPEX from bandwidth and 

customer complaints.

ROI

Minimizing dwell time for attacks 

with SIEM: https://medium.com/

secjuice/controlling-dwell-time-its-

about-much-more-than-compliance-

23a2149e590e

https://thegrid.ai/big-data-analytics/what-is-siem-do-we-need-it-for-big-data/
https://thegrid.ai/big-data-analytics/what-is-siem-do-we-need-it-for-big-data/
https://thegrid.ai/big-data-analytics/what-is-siem-do-we-need-it-for-big-data/
https://medium.com/secjuice/controlling-dwell-time-its-about-much-more-than-compliance-23a2149e590e
https://medium.com/secjuice/controlling-dwell-time-its-about-much-more-than-compliance-23a2149e590e
https://medium.com/secjuice/controlling-dwell-time-its-about-much-more-than-compliance-23a2149e590e
https://medium.com/secjuice/controlling-dwell-time-its-about-much-more-than-compliance-23a2149e590e
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Fair Usage and Congestion 
Management
Manage congestion precisely, extending infrastructure, and 
protecting QoE

BACKGROUND

Congestion has always been a high priority network issue, and 

congestion management continues to be very important for 

operators worldwide. Network congestion leads to frustrated 

users and, in the long-term, frequent congestion leads to churn. 

The underlying congestion problem is that all access network 

resources have a finite capacity, and demand can exceed that 

capacity, especially during peak times.

Congestion management achieves cost-savings by pulling more 

utility from the existing network, while preserving service quality. 

These dual objectives are often contradictory, and a careful 

balance must be struck. A complete congestion management 

solution must have mechanism to recognize congestion and a 

mechanism to trigger and manage that congestion most suitably. 

Network operators should also consider the regulatory 

environment, which often requires compatibility with network 

neutrality guidelines.

SOLUTION

Sandvine offers the industry’s most precise Fair Usage and 

Congestion Management solution, enabling network operators 

to define the applications or application types to be prioritized 

during times of congestion and if policies should be applied on a 

per-subscriber level (e.g., type of service plan or recent usage).

A real-time feedback loop measures the QoE at each location in 

the network; if resource congestion threatens QoE, then precise 

management policies take action. The solution is also optimized 

for each type of network access technology, and operates in 

conjunction with network neutrality traffic management principles.

IMPACT AND RESULTS

Sandvine provides the most flexible and effective congestion 

management in the industry, with: 

•  More critical use cases supported such as Fair Usage, Heavy 

User Management, and Video Streaming Management.

•  Greater traffic insight about the applications and services 

being delivered, the type of networks and devices involved, 

the subscriber and plan in question, and more, for real-time 

policy control on a per-subscriber basis.

•  Access to the most advanced library of application signatures, 

enabling operators to carefully manage critical applications for 

better user QoE or for supporting tiered service plans.

•  Flexibility to choose traffic management policies that conform 

to network neutrality requirements within their regions.

NETWORK OPTIMIZATION NETWORK OPTIMIZATION

Sandvine Fair Usage and 

Congestion Management is flexible, 

offering multiple ways to optimize 

traffic delivery 

Save Money
• Reduce CAPEX.
• Improve subscriber QoE.
Make Money
• Offer differentiated, tiered service plans.

ROI
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BACKGROUND

Led by global powerhouses like Netflix, YouTube, Amazon, and 

HBO, and joined by local services like BBC iPlayer, CraveTV, and 

Hulu, video is the driving force behind internet usage worldwide. 

Most of this video is adaptive in nature, with bitrates changing in 

response to factors including device capabilities and network 

capacity. The range of bitrates is immense: a 320p video can 

play smoothly at 850 Kbps, while a 1080p video needs 7.5 

Mbps, and a 4K video needs around 15 Mbps. Making matters 

more difficult for network operators, video traffic peaks during 

the network’s busiest periods – posing a threat to the quality of 

other types of network traffic as well. 

Good QoE is 
maintained for critical 
and sensitive services 
like gaming and VoIP

SOLUTION

Sandvine enforces intelligent rate limits on a per-stream basis, 

ensuring fairness and reducing the average bitrate-per-stream 

without compromising quality. More advanced approaches are 

possible too, incorporating real-time congestion awareness, 

service plans, device types, and other factors for extremely 

precise optimization.

IMPACT AND RESULTS

By consciously managing video streaming traffic, network 

operators can ensure the consistent delivery of high quality 

video, protect other services from disruptive video traffic spikes, 

and extend the useful life of network infrastructure by deferring 

investment and improving ROI.

Video Streaming Management 
Ensure consistent quality and get more video traffic 
through your network

NETWORK OPTIMIZATION NETWORK OPTIMIZATION

O2 UK protects their network from

the impact of popular streaming

services: the video stream on the

left played smoothly and clearly

with a 75% reduction in bandwidth

compared to the stream below

OTT video traffic has taken over operator internet connections, and different 

methods must be considered to conserve bandwidth. 

Save Money
• Reduce CAPEX.
• Improve subscriber QoE.

Make Money
• Improve subscriber QoE.

ROI



Heavy User Management 
Manage the network’s heaviest users and improve the 
overall QoE 
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BACKGROUND

While networks are shared resources available to all users, 

network usage is not evenly distributed. In practice, a very small 

segment of users – the heavy users – impose a disproportionate 

amount of strain on network resources. For instance:

• The top 1% of users account for 15% of monthly 

bandwidth utilization.

• The top 2% of users account for more than 20%.

• The top 5% of users account for more than 35%.

These uneven usage distributions create complications and 

complexity for network planning, service business models, 

and profitability. In addition, heavy users have the potential to 

negatively impact the QoE for all network users.

Due to the different 
behaviors of 
applications, network 
capacity is unable 
to be allocated fairly, 
causing service 
degradation

SOLUTION

The solution is to carefully manage heavy user traffic so that 

their impact on the network and on other users is controlled, 

reasonable, and fair.

By measuring usage over a defined period (e.g., by day, by 

week, by month, by rolling window, etc.) and linking management 

policies to different factors (e.g., time of day, risk of congestion, 

number of users on a resource, etc.), network operators can 

ensure shared network resources remain available for all users.

IMPACT AND RESULTS

Through precise management of heavy users, network operators 

can preserve QoE for the majority of users and increase 

the carrying-capacity of the network overall, letting network 

operators serve more customers without additional infrastructure 

investment. In addition, heavy users can be offered pricier, 

high bandwidth service plans depending on the regulatory 

environment, which can drive higher profitability for the operator.

User 1

BitTorrent
connections

Differences in bandwidth usage
caused by application behavior

Video
streaming

User 2

NETWORK OPTIMIZATION NETWORK OPTIMIZATION

This graph represents the oversized 

impact that a small set of heavy 

users can have on a network

Save Money
• Reduce CAPEX.
• Improve subscriber QoE.
• Offer differentiated, high bandwidth service plans.

ROI



Wholesale and Peering Link 
Management  
Control internet peering costs and QoE
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BACKGROUND

Not all network routes are created equal: some are more 

expensive than others, some are purchased or leased while 

others are part of peering arrangements, and some provide better 

or worse customer experiences.   

The first step in cost control is to enforce peak bandwidth levels 

on a per-peering link basis. However, there can be significant 

downsides if blunt policing is applied, as all traffic may need to 

compete for a shared resource, regardless of traffic priority.  

By carefully managing traffic on wholesale and peering links, 

network operators can precisely control costs and even improve 

the QoE for all network users.

Manage your peaks and virtually 

create capacity with minimal impact 

to subscriber QoE

SOLUTION

Sandvine’s Wholesale and Peering Link Management solution 

lets the network operator define different traffic priorities so that 

overall traffic levels are limited to an operator-defined peak. 

When traffic levels approach that peak, the lowest priority traffic 

is deprioritized; traffic is limited in this manner until a defined 

minimum threshold for the lowest priority traffic is reached. 

When the lowest priority traffic has reached its minimum 

threshold, the next-lowest priority traffic is subsequently limited 

in the same manner. This way, the highest priority of traffic is 

only limited when all lower priorities of traffic have reached their 

minimum thresholds.

IMPACT AND RESULTS

Network operators are able to control costs by enforcing strict 

peaks, maximize the value (i.e., priority) of the traffic carried over 

each link, and can evaluate the quality delivered by each link and 

peer, optimizing peering and routing arrangements to protect – 

and even to raise – the subscriber QoE. 

NETWORK OPTIMIZATION NETWORK OPTIMIZATION

Dynamic, application-based shaping 

can prioritize different traffic types 

so that limits are applied to the 

lowest priority traffic, such as file 

sharing applications

Save Money
• Reduce OPEX for expensive links.
• Improve subscriber QoE.
• Run more efficient networks.

ROI



Carrier-Grade Network Address 
Translation (CGNAT)   
Highly scalable IPv4 address space conservation
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BACKGROUND

IPv4 address space is largely depleted, and operators will need to 

transition to IPv6. Yet many operators are slow to adopt IPv6, even 

as they rapidly add customers and devices to their networks. 

Deployment is time consuming and expensive, so only a select 

few are close to being IPv6 ready, with the majority taking only 

small, incremental steps forward.     

CGNAT bridges this transition period by extending the IPv4 

address space through the use of private addressing. With 

CGNAT, network operators can conserve public IPv4 addresses 

while continuing to grow their IPv4 footprint. There are, however, 

challenges associated with CGNAT deployments that demand 

further consideration.   

NETWORK OPTIMIZATION
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NAT Offload extends the life of 

existing NAT infrastructure by 

moving high bandwidth CDN traffic 

off of that infrastructure

IMPACT AND RESULTS

In addition to network address translation, Sandvine’s CGNAT 

provides several unique benefits, including:

•  Streamlined operations with the ability to run upon existing 

PacketLogic deployments.

• Asymmetric traffic support for deploying at central locations.

•  Clear, end-to-end user level visibility for faster problem 

identification and resolution.

•  NAT Offload to route bandwidth intensive CDN-based traffic 

without stressing existing NAT infrastructure.

NETWORK OPTIMIZATION

SOLUTION

Standard CGNAT devices provide IPv4 addresses, but lose 

subscriber visibility, don’t work well with asymmetric traffic, 

and struggle with user logging. In contrast, Sandvine’s CGNAT 

supports subscriber awareness for end-to-end service visibility, 

handles asymmetric traffic for central network deployments, 

and offers comprehensive analytics, reporting, and user logging 

capabilities that can be updated with both the internal address 

and the external representation. 

Also, the solution offers NAT Offload, conserving existing NAT 

infrastructure by offloading previously translated content delivery 

network (CDN) traffic.

Percentage of Alexa Top 100 

websites currently reachable over 

IPv6

Save Money
• Conserve IPv4 addresses without limiting growth.
•  Reduce CAPEX by offloading applications from existing NAT devices.
•  Access end-to-end user traffic visibility for faster problem 

identification and resolution.

ROI



TCP Optimization   
Get more from your TCP network
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BACKGROUND

TCP is the internet transport protocol choice, accounting for 

an estimated 90 per cent of all fixed and mobile internet traffic. 

Considering that TCP/IP was adopted in 1983, it has been a 

remarkably reliable enabler of internet growth. However, TCP 

has also created network performance challenges that have 

only been magnified as networks and services have become 

increasingly diverse.   

TCP is highly reliable as a delivery mechanism, but it is chronically 

inefficient as it cannot recognize and adapt to differences 

between networks, applications, endpoints, and conditions. 

Today’s largely TCP reliant networks will not perform to their 

potential unless a new approach is taken.  

With acceleration: radio glitches 

don’t cause slow-downs, so 

transfers complete much faster and 

RAN resources are more readily 

available 

IMPACT AND RESULTS

When the TCP Optimization solution is deployed, important 

network and radio access resources are freed up much faster, 

and networks and spectrum are far better utilized, supporting 

more concurrent users and delivering more throughput. As a 

result, users are also positively impacted as they experience 

higher speeds and better QoE.

NETWORK OPTIMIZATION NETWORK OPTIMIZATION

SOLUTION

Sandvine’s TCP Optimization solution exerts greater control 

over TCP, accelerating performance even in networks that 

have already deployed Congestion, Video Streaming, or 

Network Link Management technologies. Focusing solely 

on the transport layer, the solution demonstrates marked 

improvements in performance on its own merit and in addition 

to these other management approaches.

Sandvine’s solution makes TCP “access-aware,” optimizing it 

to the unique characteristics of today’s diverse access network 

landscape, including satellite, GPRS, LTE, fiber, DOCSIS, 

and DSL. Importantly, Sandvine avoids the pitfalls of “proxy” 

based optimization by employing the more robust and precise 

TCP “midpoint” approach, asserting control over TCP while 

remaining transparent end-to-end, for both the end-user device 

and the server.

This table shows average increases 

in transfer rates achieved with 

Sandvine’s TCP Optimization 

solution, all over a working 

operator’s LTE network. Transfer 

rates are shown by size of transfer 

because different flow sizes have 

different characteristic (e.g., web 

surfing would typically be 50 to 

500KB and streaming applications 

could be 1MB and above).

Save Money
• Defer CAPEX by better utilizing existing resources.
• Improve subscriber QoE.
•  Provide closed-loop optimization that adjusts to new network 

conditions.

ROI



Traffic Steering/Diversion 
Intelligently redirect traffic and better allocate  
network resources 
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BACKGROUND

In modern network architectures, network engineers are 

trying to simplify the network by reducing the number of inline 

elements, even as more network services are needed to deliver 

added value. Traffic steering/diversion is a leading technique 

for taking traffic offline when additional filtering, modification, or 

optimization is needed. 

Network operators typically steer traffic for the deployment 

of value-added services (VAS) to an offline specialty function, 

whether as a physical element or as a virtual network function. 

An intelligent data plane element is needed to steer this traffic 

offline. Some of the most common specialty functions where 

traffic steering/diversion is used are caching of unencrypted P2P 

or HTTP traffic, TCP or video optimization, DDoS scrubbing 

services, legal intercept, and content filtering. 

IMPACT AND RESULTS

The Sandvine Traffic Steering/Diversion solution allows operators to:

  Reduce the number of inline elements to streamline operations 

and provide higher availability at a lower cost. 

•  Support use cases that require granular intelligence such as 

subscriber-based opt-in video optimization, network-based 

steering for BGP AS traffic, protocol-based for URL filtering, 

and policy-based steering based on network congestion.

•  Use asymmetric traffic steering as the solution recognizes and 

diverts traffic flows in both directions and at carrier scale. 

NETWORK OPTIMIZATION NETWORK OPTIMIZATION

SOLUTION

Sandvine offers the industry’s most intelligent Traffic Steering/

Diversion solution, redirecting highly specific application, protocol, 

and subscriber traffic to ensure that only the desired flows are 

diverted to network service nodes—significantly minimizing the 

number of service nodes and other network resources (e.g., load 

balancers) required to support diverted traffic. 

Once service nodes process the traffic, that traffic can then 

can be returned (optionally) back to the Sandvine solution for 

reinsertion into the normal traffic flow. This capability, combined 

with Sandvine’s traffic classification technology, delivers the 

maximum achievable efficiency for traffic redirection, far beyond 

that of imprecise, port-based approaches. 

Sandvine's Traffic Steering/Diversion 

uses an intelligent data plane 

element — Sandvine Enforcement — 

to selectively modify traffic with VAS 

functions or to let the traffic pass

Save Money
• Conserve server bandwidth and reduce CAPEX.
• Simplify service chain operations and troubleshooting. 

Make Money
• Monetize managed enterprise vCPE service chains.

ROI



Network Threat Management 
Minimize network downtime and QoE degradation due to 
DDoS attacks
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BACKGROUND

Networks are inherently vulnerable to DDoS attacks, and 

consumers  have access to significant bandwidth for attack 

purposes. With DDoS-for-hire, unsecured IoT devices, and 

multiple devices per user (both mobile and fixed), network 

operators are at serious risk of both reputational and customer 

satisfaction issues if their network experiences downtime from 

a DDoS attack. To ensure service availability and satisfied 

customers, network operators must have a defense in place 

that not only protects the network against threats, but operates 

at a fine enough granularity to enable good traffic to pass while 

mitigating the effect of attack traffic.

IMPACT AND RESULTS

By detecting attacks early and lessening their impact, fewer 

network users are impacted directly from the attack itself, and 

fewer users have their overall QoE suffer as a secondary impact. 

With Sandvine’s vast use case library, network operators do not 

need to deploy a single purpose DDoS or firewall solution, but 

can instead leverage Sandvine for multiple use cases.

NETWORK OPTIMIZATION NETWORK OPTIMIZATION

SOLUTION

Sandvine’s Network Threat Management solution delivers carrier 

scale network threat mitigation at the user and application layer 

as an in-line network element for operators that require Tbps of 

network performance. Sandvine’s network-based DDoS threat 

mitigation solution adds a rich and powerful layer to any network 

security strategy by leveraging:

•  Sandvine’s frequently updated application and ContentLogic 

signatures, which enable application-layer mitigation by 

bandwidth or session usage.

•  Subscriber-awareness to support Fair Usage limiting of 

individual users during DDoS attacks.

•  Protection of the operator’s DNS infrastructure from attempts 

to disrupt it and cause widespread QoE issues.

Cisco VNI predicts large-scale DDoS 

attacks escalate in coming years

Cost of a DDoS Attack calculator 

from Akamai: https://www.akamai.

com/us/en/products/cloud-security/

calculate-the-cost-of-ddos-attacks.

jsp

Save Money
•  Reduce operational costs from network attacks and associated 

downtime.
•  Reduce customer care calls during DDoS attacks by ensuring QoE.
•  Reputational protection from negative PR for network downtime 

and attack impacts on user base.

ROI

https://www.akamai.com/us/en/products/cloud-security/calculate-the-cost-of-ddos-attacks.jsp
https://www.akamai.com/us/en/products/cloud-security/calculate-the-cost-of-ddos-attacks.jsp
https://www.akamai.com/us/en/products/cloud-security/calculate-the-cost-of-ddos-attacks.jsp
https://www.akamai.com/us/en/products/cloud-security/calculate-the-cost-of-ddos-attacks.jsp


User Threat Management 
Protect your network users
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BACKGROUND

Users today have multiple devices, each with unique 

vulnerabilities and an evolving roster of threats. Attempting 

to manage device-based security solutions across all of their 

devices – IoT devices – is too big of a challenge for the average 

user. Network operators have an opportunity to deliver network-

based solutions that can block known threats from infecting 

subscribers and mitigate the impact infected devices will have 

on QoE and bill shock for users.  Users are looking for peace of 

mind in knowing that their operator is working to protect their 

service from attacks, and are willing to pay for that assurance.

IMPACT AND RESULTS

Sandvine’s User Threat 

Management solution enhances 

subscriber loyalty through a 

perceived value increase, and 

reduces operational costs 

associated with user security 

issues. By reducing infection 

rates, network operators 

experience fewer support calls 

and the network is impacted less 

by malware.

By identifying infections earlier, operators are able to intervene 

before major problems appear, for instance by contacting users 

with infected devices and assisting them with a remediation 

process.

NETWORK OPTIMIZATION NETWORK OPTIMIZATION

SOLUTION

Sandvine’s User Threat Management adds a rich and powerful 

layer to any network security strategy, by:

•  Enabling subscriber-aware policy enforcement – per user 

policies and activation to enable Revenue Generation.

•  Blocking access to known malware and phishing sites with a 

frequently updated database of URLs.

•  Analyzing behavior to trigger actions when a user is acting out 

of profile during an infection. 

•  Minimizing the impact of infected devices on the subscriber’s 

bill as well as network QoE through Network Optimization.

With Sandvine’s offering, subscribers have another layer of 

protection to keep them safe from the evolving threat landscape 

on the internet while maintaining individual QoE. 

New Mobile Security as a Service

(Akshay Sharma, neXt Curve)

NTT 2018 Threat Report highlighting 

the biggest malware threats to 

users: https:// www.nttsecurity.

com/gtir 

Save Money
•  Reduce user infections and user-initiated DDoS attacks, 

minimizing bandwidth usage .
• Minimize bad QoE experiences.

Make Money
• Security as a service offering.
• Clean Pipes offering.

ROI

https:// www.nttsecurity.com/gtir 
https:// www.nttsecurity.com/gtir 
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BACKGROUND

Zero-rating has proven to be a significant competitive 

differentiator for network operators —multiple operators around 

the world have combined the technical and business cases for 

zero-rating to deliver a powerful ROI.  Zero-rating service plans — 

when they align the business and technical goals correctly — can 

create competitive differentiation, increase customer satisfaction 

and retention, and create new revenue streams.

Application-based plans have a similar appeal to zero-rating: 

application-based plans can create value and increase revenue by 

offering plans with in-demand applications that have a prioritized 

QoS, or that have larger usage quotas like video or messaging.

Zero-Rating and  
Application-Based Plans
Create value, increase revenue, and enhance customer 
loyalty by offering plans with in-demand applications with 
differentiated pricing

REVENUE GENERATION

T-Mobile’s user growth has been 

powered by their Zero-Rating and 

Uncarrier plan offerings
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SOLUTION

Sandvine is the industry leader in identifying applications and 

categories of applications – with accuracy and granularity that 

is unmatched due to advanced machine learning on encrypted 

traffic. Frequent signature updates are mandatory for any 

application-based charging service, and Sandvine can include 

dedicated signature engineers for high profile applications.

IMPACT AND RESULTS

Zero-rating and application-based plans result in highly 

differentiated service offerings that can improve ARPU, enhance 

brand loyalty and Net Promoter Score (NPS) advocacy, and 

deliver a personalized customer experience. With Sandvine, 

operators can quickly capitalize on viral applications by quickly 

creating plans while they are still hot in the market.

REVENUE GENERATION

Sandvine can help operators 

plan their zero-rating offers with 

advanced analytics as well as 

enforce them with a combined 

PCRF/PCEF solution

Make Money
•  Gain users by leveraging popular content providers.
•  Upsell to higher ARPU plans that enable zero-rating or  

application-based quotas.

ROI

•  For zero-rating select high demand and low-bandwidth 

applications.

•  High bandwidth applications should be considered with 

careful planning for time, utilization and shaping policies to  

manage abuse.

•  Continuously monitor bandwidth and volume usage trends 

before and after zero-rate.

•  Set thresholds with alerts indicating heavy usage for popular 

applications.
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BACKGROUND

Network operators want to differentiate their service offerings to 

avoid a pricing war in an unlimited market. The way to do that 

is to find ways to give users the right amount and type of data 

to match their usage profile – creating an alignment between 

perception and reality. 

Whether a user is pre paid or post paid, finding a plan that 

matches their expectations helps operators solve their two 

biggest challenges: acquiring and retaining users. In developed 

markets that are predominantly postpaid, retention is the key 

profitability metric. In developing markets that are predominantly 

prepaid, acquiring new users is the path to profitability.

 

In today’s market, user needs morph as new devices and 

applications are brought to the market. An operator must be 

able to adapt their offerings and launch new services quickly to 

maintain competitiveness.

Advanced Data Services
Stand out from the crowd and grow new revenue by 
becoming the market leader for innovative, intelligent, 
feature-rich data services  

REVENUE GENERATION

Mobile subscribers look for 

advanced service options when 

shopping for a data plan
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SOLUTION

Sandvine’s network intelligence-powered PCRF and PCEF 

solutions ensure that network operators can offer differentiated 

service plans. Sandvine’s solutions are used by operators around 

the world to power service offerings like:

IMPACT AND RESULTS

Network operators who rely on Sandvine to power their advanced 

data services are able to attract and retain new customers 

with services that stand out in the market. Plus, operators can 

take advantage of short-term opportunities and respond to 

competitive threats while enjoying increased agility and lower cost 

to deploy new services.

REVENUE GENERATION

• Prepaid or postpaid plans.

• Shared data plans.

• Tiered plans.

•  Base services and bolt-ons/

add-ons.

•  A variety of quotas/data 

roll-over features.

• Location-based services.

• Time-of-day charging.

Sandvine’s Analytics solutions help operators identify how their 

users are consuming their service, providing insights on user 

behavior and demographics, enabling highly-targeted and 

relevant service creation. This is a big part of the closed-loop 

architecture with Active Network Intelligence.

Make Money
• Increase ARPU with innovative service offerings.
•  Tier services to ensure cost-sensitive users can afford an 

appropriate service plan.

ROI

Social networking and messaging 

are popular service tiering options 

that Sandvine has deployed for our 

customers 
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Advanced Roaming Services 
Provide affordable, unique, and enticing options for traveling 
data users and protect them from unexpected roaming fees

BACKGROUND

Network operators are working to encourage “silent roamers” to 

turn on their data while roaming, but the biggest inhibitor to this 

has been cost. Instead, many users opt to jump from WiFi signal to 

WiFi signal out of fear of accruing large data charges and overages.

More network operators are normalizing roaming with either flat 

daily fees or creative bundles that encourage users to consume 

data – increasing operators' revenues as well as increasing ARPU. 

Creative roaming offers will increase those profits even more, and 

services that leverage popular applications will increase conversion.

REVENUE GENERATION
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SOLUTION

Sandvine empowers mobile network operators to offer a range 

of plans that appeal to mobile roamers who want more than just 

a basic roaming plan. Sandvine enables mobile operators with 

granular charging data and enforcement capabilities that:

• Accurately detect roaming traffic on a per-application basis.

• Precisely measure usage in real-time for accurate notifications. 

•  Trigger contextual enforcement actions (e.g., user notifications, 

advice of usage, and network optimization).

The service packages offered to roamers can target specific 

roaming interests – navigation, search, social networking, and 

messaging – which are all high-value applications for roamers.

IMPACT AND RESULTS

Operators offering advanced roaming services will generate more 

roaming revenue and will increase their engagement rates to 

reduce the number of silent roamers.

REVENUE GENERATION

3UK’s roaming plan supports up to 

71 worldwide destinations

Sandvine-powered roaming plans 

include a number of attributes that 

allow for innovative plan creation 

and offers

Make Money
•  Engage silent roamers to increase ARPU and revenue from 

roaming.

ROI
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IMS and VoLTE Services
Deliver superior and reliable voice-over-LTE services

BACKGROUND

Network operators and device makers want to make a change: 

operators want to reduce the cost of legacy voice services, and 

device makers want to stop including analog voice capabilities 

in new devices. In order to make a change, operators need 

to introduce VoIP-oriented services that have the quality and 

availability of existing voice services; this is a challenge as 

legacy systems don’t support the necessary interfaces to 

enable VoLTE and cannot handle VoLTE’s unique performance 

and scalability challenges. 

REVENUE GENERATION
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SOLUTION

Sandvine’s IMS and VoLTE Services solution consolidates 

control plane architecture with a policy element that leverages 

LTE QoS architecture across other services. Sandvine’s 

universal policy controller enables the solution to deliver high 

quality HD Voice and VoLTE services while creating cost-savings 

and revenue-generating opportunities for network operators. 

In addition to VoLTE, the solution also delivers Video over 

LTE (ViLTE), Voice over WiFi (VoWIFI), VoLTE roaming, OTT 

partnerships, and Rich Communications Services (RCS).

IMPACT AND RESULTS

VoLTE creates a win-win scenario for operators and consumers: 

users benefit from a QoE, improved device battery life, and a 

significantly faster call connection, while operators enjoy greater 

delivery efficiency and improved customer satisfaction.

REVENUE GENERATION

VoLTE subscriptions will grow 

steadily over the next five years

Sandvine’s IMS and VoLTE solution 

delivers standards-based, highly 

interoperable integration with any 

policy infrastructure

Make Money
•  Gain users with attractive voice quality and satisfaction ratings.

Save Money
• Minimize cost for implementing voice services.

ROI
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Parental Control
Give peace of mind with multi-access content and 
application management for minors

BACKGROUND

The internet has a lot of content, and not all of it is appropriate 

for children. Some content is also fraught with security risks, and 

children do not always know the risks when they click on links, 

which puts their devices and accounts at risk from phishing and 

other security risks. With the proliferation of devices available to 

children — mobile phones, tablets, gaming consoles, and PCs — 

device-based solutions aren’t up to the task.

 

Aside from protection from web- and app-based content, parents 

also want to manage usage through application access and  

time-of-day policies to minimize distractions from schoolwork. 

This helps create a distraction-free time to get school work 

completed without constant social networking updates.

REVENUE GENERATION
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SOLUTION

Sandvine’s Parental Control solution is a highly personalized, 

differentiated offering that can generate revenue and deliver 

“good citizen” branding. The solution goes beyond basic URL 

filtering; it also delivers application and time-of-day control for 

more effective network-based offering.

 

This solution is built upon Sandvine’s market-leading ability 

to identify users and traffic, with its frequently updated 

signature library, and its highly accurate and granular policy 

and control capabilities.

 

What really ties this solution together is Sandvine’s set of APIs 

that integrate all components for the network operator to deliver 

via a self-care portal, which empowers the end-user to configure 

their policies – both from a category perspective as well as a 

time-of-day policy.

IMPACT AND RESULTS

Parental Control enables network operators to offer a network-

based solution as a value-added service or service differentiator 

that drives revenue as parents are willing to pay for peace of mind 

when it comes to their child’s safety and well-being.

REVENUE GENERATION

There is a growing need for parental 

control as children are at more 

online risk than ever before

Sandvine’s IMS and VoLTE solution 

delivers standards-based, highly 

interoperable integration with any 

policy infrastructure

Make Money
• Gain users with high margin family plans.
• Upsell to higher ARPU for parental control enabled offerings.

ROI
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Sponsored Data Services
Unlock new revenue streams and increase loyalty with 
sponsored data services

BACKGROUND

Data is expensive, consumers are cost-conscious, and many 

brands have identified this as an opportunity to further market 

themselves to consumers. Network operators are able to 

partner with these brands to increase brand awareness and 

attractiveness by enabling brands to sponsor the data usages for 

their specific service.

Sponsored data enables brands to pay for data on behalf of a 

user, transferring the accountability for data usage from a user 

to a sponsoring party. Sponsored data offerings can take the 

form of advertising impressions or content views in exchange for 

quota, location-based free quota, or a promotional incentive to 

purchase a product or service; ultimately, there are no limits to the 

types of opportunities that can be created and delivered.

REVENUE GENERATION
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SOLUTION

Sandvine’s Sponsored Data Services solution delivers 

personalized, granular visibility and charging for operators. The 

solution identifies traffic and associates usage with the right user 

to zero-rate traffic or specific applications. Sandvine  provides 

different measurement options for zero-rating, such as time or 

volume, and creates usage and billing records that the network 

operator can then give to the sponsor.

Sponsored data isn’t just limited to commercial plans, but can 

also be leveraged to provide life-changing resources to those 

who lack internet access or turn services traditionally delivered 

by phone into “Toll Free” web-based services.  

IMPACT AND RESULTS

Sponsored data can help operators create differentiation in the 

market  by leveraging premium brands and associating with 

popular content. These services can increase users’ perceived 

value while reaching a subset of users who typically can’t afford 

data – users who may be upwardly mobile at a future date, and 

who will be more likely to purchase services from an operator with 

whom they are already familiar.

REVENUE GENERATION

Sponsored Data announcement by 

AT&T in the United States
Sandvine’s API integration with 

Facebook drives Digicel’s Free 

Facebook service plans

Make Money
• Gain users by leveraging popular content providers.
• Increase revenue by revenue sharing with OTTs.

ROI
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BACKGROUND

Network operators are looking for any advantage in an 

ultracompetitive market. When users are engaged with 

personalized communications –service updates, upsell offers, 

or usage notifications – their loyalty to their operator  increases. 

Engagement offers an opportunity to create closed-loop 

communication with users that is personalized to match the 

channel they prefer and the information that they want.

Engagement is one way to raise the NPS of an operator. With 

the right network and user intelligence, an operator can deliver 

personalized messaging that helps increase loyalty and revenue.

Engagement
Successfully roll out and manage data services with 
contextual notifications and self-management

REVENUE GENERATION

CMO Council survey on engaging 

customers utilizing different 

channels: there is a dependence on 

digital channels as well as the right 

data to feed engagement sessions
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SOLUTION

Sandvine’s Engagement solution leverages contextual awareness 

– location, device, network, and application – to deliver upsell, 

top-ups, promotional notifications, and activities. With context, 

engagement can be personalized to deliver more relevant offers 

based on real-time information. The OutReach API integrates with 

whatever channel is desired to best engage a particular subscriber.

IMPACT AND RESULTS

Engaged users spend more, are more loyal, and are more likely to 

become active promotors of an operator’s services, raising NPS.

REVENUE GENERATION

Sandvine’s Engagement solutions 

deliver a variety of methods to 

interact with users, including 

personalized web portals that both 

inform and offer upsell

Make Money
•  Upsell for higher ARPU with timely and targeted offerings.
• Increase loyalty to retain users.
• Gain new users through increased NPS advocacy.

ROI
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Video and Television Fraud 
Management
Protect revenue and maximize value from exclusive media 
content by discovering, monitoring, and managing video 
and television piracy on the network

REVENUE ASSURANCE

BACKGROUND

Video and television piracy is on the rise: set-top boxes 

and streaming services are easy-to-use and the average 

consumer feels secure in purchasing them, as the reality 

that money changes hands creates an air of legitimacy 

around the piracy ecosystem.

The continued adoption of unlicensed video and TV streaming 

services could lead to increased cord-cutting, significantly 

impacting top-line revenue and overall profitability, and – by 

extension – undermining the very business models that keep 

networks operating. As a result, network operators who license 

or produce video content stand to lose enormous amounts of 

revenue; in North America alone, Sandvine’s Global Internet 

Phenomena Spotlight report revealed that a significant number of 

households are accessing subscription television piracy services, 

with a potential revenue impact of billions per year.

The risk to network operators is enormous: continued adoption of unlicensed video and TV streaming 

services could lead to increased cord-cutting, significantly impacting top-line revenue and overall 

profitability, and – by extension – undermining the very business models that keep networks operating.

An example of the user interface of a 

pirated streaming service
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SOLUTION

Sandvine’s leading traffic classification technology – backed by domain experts conducting active 

research – provides network operators with the insight needed to make informed strategic decisions 

relating to video and television piracy. Sandvine arms network operators with historical reports and 

customizable dashboards that both present insights and give operators the opportunity to really 

explore the data to increase understanding.

Additionally, data can be easily exported to other systems (e.g., big data, fraud management, etc.) for 

further analysis and auditing.

IMPACT AND RESULTS

Aided by an accurate understanding, network operators can 

monitor the threat, support law enforcement and regulatory 

efforts aimed at preventing the proliferation of these services, 

incorporate insight into churn prediction models, and help to 

educate other stakeholders.

REVENUE ASSURANCE

Understand the content that is being delivered across 

the video and television piracy ecosystem and measure 

the business impact

Quickly understand the number of subscribers engaged 

in the ecosystem, what devices are being used, and the 

content that is being delivered across the pirated services

Users
Identify (including in a privacy-sensitive manner) and count users who are consuming pirated video and 

television content.

Usage
Measure how much of your network traffic consists of pirated video and television streaming, and 

identify trends over time 

Device and Software
Learn which hardware devices and software applications your subscribers are using to access pirated 

video and television content.

Services and Hosts
Monitor the video provider services and video hosts behind the pirated content being consumed on 

your network.

Channels Gain a more complete perspective on how your subscribers are viewing pirated content.

Save Money
• Identify revenue impact of piracy.
• Mitigate piracy to comply with regulatory guidelines.

Make Money
• Recover customers lost due to piracy with targeted campaigns.

ROI
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Interconnect Bypass Fraud 
Management  
Protect call revenue and retain safety and security  
for voice services 

BACKGROUND

As the use of VoIP grows due to its wide adoption as part of 

OTT applications, its integration with the many decades old 

SS7 interconnect agreements are a growing cause of concern 

for end subscribers, regulators, and network operators. In 

emerging markets, it is estimated that anywhere from 10 to 30 

per cent of mobile voice revenues are lost to grey market voice 

services. Some users are not even aware that they are using 

an illegal service, as they purchased minutes from what they 

thought was a legitimate pre-paid service. The investment for 

a fraudulent service is small, and the returns can be significant 

in some parts of the world, specifically where cross border 

interconnect is very common.

Measuring the extent 

of the exploitation of 

the security flaws in the 

voice network can enable 

an operator to: make 

data-driven decisions 

about where to invest to 

secure it, learn how to 

report fraudulent activity to 

regulators, identify the risk 

to the security and privacy 

of their subscribers, and 

help build a mitigation plan 

to reduce the OTT voice 

bypass fraud impacts.

REVENUE ASSURANCE
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SOLUTION

Sandvine’s advanced heuristics,  machine learning capabilities, 

and vast OTT signature library can differentiate between 

authorized OTT VoIP apps and fraudulent or illegal OTT VoIP apps 

calls. By understanding the varying call types, Sandvine’s Active 

Network Intelligence is able to break out the composition of OTT 

VoIP applications and take action separately for legal versus illegal 

applications. The traffic and calls can be blocked, logged, or can 

notify the user of the fraudulent application.

IMPACT AND RESULTS

Network operators who implement Sandvine’s Interconnect 

Bypass Fraud Management  solution can better track VoIP 

usage on the network and ensure that revenue leakage is 

minimized. Sandvine’s unique ability to correlate the analytics 

for fraud directly with enforcement is a unique capability that 

operators can use to prevent their subscribers from receiving 

fraudulent voice services from illegal operators.

REVENUE ASSURANCE

•  Group of IP addresses were involved in 

the fraud.

•  High volume of traffic for one IP address 

while the traffic was VoIP.

•  Sandvine broke the total Viber traffic into 

OTT-OTT and Viber in calls.

• 60% of the traffic was Viber-in.

Example of Sandvine’s Fraud Analytics and Enforcement

Save Money
• Identify the revenue impact of interconnect bypass exploits.

Make Money
• Mitigate VoIP fraud and recognize legitimate revenue.

ROI

The money chain for VoIP Fraud

Credit: Black Swan at http://bswan.

org/sim_box_fraud.asp

http://bswan.org/sim_box_fraud.asp
http://bswan.org/sim_box_fraud.asp
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Data Fraud Management 
Get paid fairly for the data that the network delivers 

BACKGROUND

Network operators are leveraging zero-rating as a high-value 

offering to attract users to their service offerings. Zero-rated 

social networking, video streaming, and audio streaming are all 

common offers that fixed and mobile operators are using to give 

users a sense of unlimited and personalized services. 

However, zero-rating solutions that rely on coarse-grained 

identification techniques are open for exploits by unscrupulous 

users, directly affecting a network operator’s revenue. Solutions 

need to have high accuracy and application and content 

identification needs to be frequently updated to ensure that 

revenue can be recognized despite exploit attempts like HTTP 

header injection, domain fronting, and DNS spoofing or tunneling.

REVENUE ASSURANCE

A real-world example in which 6TB 

of daily fraud traffic was detected 

and shut down by applying the 

appropriate policy

Policy applied
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SOLUTION

Sandvine’s Data Fraud Management solution leverages best 

in class traffic classification, analytics, and policy enforcement 

to detect and mitigate zero-rated fraud techniques to preserve 

legitimate revenue for network operators. The solution includes:

•  Traffic classification that goes far beyond what traditional 

and embedded deep packet inspection (DPI) systems can 

deliver, including advanced application fingerprinting for 

zero-rated applications.

•  A range of enforcement options to empower network 

operators to respond appropriately when fraud is detected.

•  Targeted analytics to provide insights into the prevalence of 

data fraud and the impact of mitigation policies.

IMPACT AND RESULTS

Network operators who implement Sandvine’s Data Fraud 

Management solution can confidently introduce the zero-rating 

features that their customers want, and be confident that zero-

rated fraud can be managed.

REVENUE ASSURANCE

Excerpt from Northeastern 

University study on BingeOn  

zero-rating: https://bit.ly/2PFJSTr
We realized we could make any network traffic 
zero-rated by just putting the right text in 
the right place.  It's potentially an open cash 
register that people can take from.

-David Choffnes, assistant professor

An example of a DNS/ICMP 

tunneling client commercially 

available

Save Money
• Identify revenue impact of zero-rating exploits.

Make Money
• Mitigate fraud and recognize legitimate revenue.

ROI

https://bit.ly/2PFJSTr
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Data Revenue Leakage 
Monitoring  
Identify the misconfigurations and oversights that cause 
revenue leakage

BACKGROUND

Revenue leakage eats away at the bottom line of network 

operators. Unlike losses due to fraud, this leakage can be caused 

innocently enough by a number of factors: misconfiguration of 

network elements, software upgrades that cause undetected 

problems, and unknown functional deficiencies. 

With the increasing complexities of today’s network and of the 

data services being offered to users, leakage is quite common. 

Operators need better data with actionable context to determine 

if leakage is occurring on their network, and have to increase their 

use of machine learning and automation to detect leakage.

REVENUE ASSURANCE
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SOLUTION

Sandvine provides operators an additional set of eyes in the 

network to accurately measure usage and to detect problems 

in the control and charging planes. This insight provides a point 

of comparison for other systems, and also serves as a fall-back 

redundancy measure that preserves charging capabilities in 

the event that other systems fail. The granularity of Sandvine’s 

network intelligence simplifies the process of reconciling revenue 

leakage, as it can give insights on where the OSS system is 

incorrectly identified – whether the issue is plan, network, or 

configuration-related for users whose behavior is unusual.

IMPACT AND RESULTS

To optimize business, it is imperative that operators swiftly 

identify the causes of leakage. Ideally, operators should employ 

preventative measures. Sandvine’s capabilities empower 

operators to identify and stop leakage, preserving valuable 

revenue.

REVENUE ASSURANCE

TM Forum Revenue Assurance 

Metrics

What was your last year’s value 

for the KPI “% of revenue losses” 

before the recovery procedures 

calculated versus revenue?

Credit: TM Forum Revenue 

Assurance Survey 2017/2018

Sandvine can help operators 

understand usage patterns 

to identify irregularities and 

misconfigurations that can cause 

leakage

Save Money
•  Identify leakage that could result in CAPEX spend due to 

misconfigurations.
•  Reduce OPEX spent on data collection with a more authoritative 

network intelligence dataset.

Make Money
• Recover revenue from misconfigurations and leakage.

ROI
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Regulatory Quality Monitoring
Comply with regulatory requirements for quality monitoring

BACKGROUND

Telecommunications regulators are struggling to define metrics 

for broadband performance that can be measured consistently 

across multiple access types (e.g., DSL, Cable, Mobile, 

Satellite, WiFi, etc.) and can capture the actual performance 

experienced by subscribers during peak usage times – not 

sampled or active tests. 

Customers of network operators are seeking to ensure that they 

receive the service quality that they are promised. Finally, network 

operators themselves want a “single version of the truth” that can 

be broadly deployed to monitor user experience, regardless of 

infrastructure vendors deployed.

REGULATORY COMPLIANCE
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SOLUTION

Sandvine’s traffic measurement technology measures the actual 

performance delivered to the network’s users, regardless of 

access technology. Measurements take place for all data traffic, 

all the time, incorporating subscriber experience KPIs that are 

recognized by the Federal Communications Commission in the 

United States and the Body of European Regulators for Electronic 

Communications in the European Union: Throughput, Latency, and 

Packet Loss. The solution is subscriber-, service-, location-, and 

device-aware, to facilitate root cause analysis for QoE issues for the 

operators to maximize return on investment for their CAPEX.

IMPACT AND RESULTS

The Regulatory Quality Monitoring solution is used by regulators 

and operators to verify compliance and to measure and improve 

upon key quality metrics.

Regulators can measure QoE across a regional footprint with 

multiple operators and network types. Operators can verify that 

they are in regulatory compliance and are allocating resources 

appropriately in their efforts to improve user experience. Users 

can even be directly provided service scores that quantify the 

QoS received during each billing period, and if service-level 

agreements are not are not met, receive compensation.

REGULATORY COMPLIANCE

ScoreCard visual metrics

US FCC broadband labeling initiative 

examples

Save Money
•  Help operators reduce churn if they capitalize on quality monitoring 

data .
•  Improve ROI for CAPEX by optimizing spend where it has the 

most impact.

ROI
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Regulatory Data Retention  
Mandatory data retention for operators and regulators

BACKGROUND

Governments around the world are requiring network operators 

to retain safety and security data on their networks, and these 

requirements are becoming very specific on what data the 

operator is allowed to retain. 

Data retention is a potentially tremendous burden on operators, 

who now have to select which data to retain while maintaining 

user privacy, and then store that data in a format that has enough 

detail to be able to select specific data for government authorities 

when legally required. 

With an increasing amount on encryption on the internet, limiting 

data collection to specific applications, specific location, and 

specific devices for users is challenging the existing compliance 

solutions used by network operators.

REGULATORY COMPLIANCE

SOLUTION

Sandvine is the leader in network intelligence granularity and 

accuracy, especially for encrypted traffic. The foundation of our 

Data Retention solution is an extensive application signature 

library that is continually upgraded to identify new and changing 

applications. Operators also have the option to design their own 

custom signatures if required for custom applications. Once traffic 

is identified, multiple options are available to comply with data 

retention regulations.

If logging or analytics is part of the data retention requirement, 

then statistics can be gathered on traffic passed, blocked, limited, 

or dropped; these statistics include volume, number of call 

attempts, QoE, and many other metrics that provide a closed-

loop analysis of the effectiveness of the regulatory compliance. 

This data is fed in real-time, using industry standard formats 

like IPFIX or FLUME, to the data storage system for archival 

and usage. The data collection can take place anywhere in 

the network – at the edge of the network, in the core, or at the 

peering point, depending on the goal of the data collection. The 

data can then be accessed with the proper warrant information 

through a mediation portal.
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IMPACT AND RESULTS

With Sandvine's Regulatory Data Retention solution, 

an operator can minimize the amount of data that 

needs to be retained by surgically collecting only the 

subscriber and application data legally required. 

With the optional subscriber enrichment software, 

data records can be enriched to include subscriber 

identification, application, location, service plan, and 

many other attributes that simplify the selection of 

data during a data request from law enforcement.

REGULATORY COMPLIANCE

Sandvine’s Data Retention 

Architecture

Slide reproduced courtesy of the 

NCA: UK Connection Records

Save Money
•  Reduce CAPEX (storage costs) by minimizing collected data.
• Reduce OPEX by adding context to data to speed up searches.

ROI
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Regulatory Traffic Management 
Safety and security application control for users

BACKGROUND

Many countries around the world have legally binding restrictions 

on what services local subscribers may access, or what sites are 

openly accessible for public safety or security reasons. Operators 

may be required to block VoIP applications or VPN services, 

restrict access to X-rated material, or limit access to file sharing 

applications. These rules may be personalized (e.g., on/off per 

user), be different between subscriber segments (e.g., residential/

corporate), or even be based on age (e.g., minor/adult), as per 

governmental regulations. Even countries with network neutrality 

laws provide exceptions for traffic management to comply with 

regulatory laws, especially in the area of child endangerment.

REGULATORY COMPLIANCE

SOLUTION

Sandvine’s Regulatory Traffic Management solution  is able 

to identify applications and block or rate limit any identifiable 

application or service. This policy can be applied network-wide 

or even down to an individual subscriber service plan basis. For 

example, X-rated content can be opted into on an individual 

basis, or services like Skype could be enabled for corporate 

clients only. Since Sandvine updates its signature database on a 

weekly basis to stay up-to-date on changes in what traffic looks 

like, the blocking policies keep pace with the rapid rate of change 

on the internet.

 

Once traffic is identified, multiple actions can be applied to 

comply with regulations. For instance, unlicensed traffic can 

be blocked or rejected, which will halt the traffic streams; 

alternatively, traffic can be rate-limited or session-limited, which 

delivers better results for some types of applications (e.g., 

polymorphic applications that change behavior when blocked).
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IMPACT AND RESULTS

With Sandvine, network operators can 

comply with the rapidly changing 

regulatory climate for traffic blocking 

and maintain pace with the bandwidth 

growth on their networks. Our 

solutions are multi-functional and can 

deliver other use cases (Analytics, 

Revenue Assurance, and Network 

Optimization, to name a few) that 

increase the return on investment for the system. The strength 

of the Sandvine solution is a combination of the thousands of 

signatures in our Active Network Intelligence engine as well as 

our weekly signature updates.

REGULATORY COMPLIANCE

Sandvine’s Regulatory Traffic 

Management Architecture

Traffic blocking examples from 

around the world

Save Money
• Minimize CAPEX to comply with traffic management regulations.
• Avoid TRA penalties for allowance of illegal traffic.
•  Protect subscribers from regulated and/or malicious applications 

that are banned by law.

ROI
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Regulatory VoIP Management
Comply with regulatory requirements to monitor and 
manage unlicensed/illegal VoIP services

BACKGROUND

In many countries, VoIP services do not meet governmental 

requirements for safety and security, and government regulators 

are concerned with the security risks posed by the use of 

encrypted VoIP for unlawful communications. However, more 

countries are permitting certain regulated VoIP providers to 

operate, which is creating a more level playing field between VoIP 

providers while addressing security concerns and  preserving 

crucial revenue streams for network operators. The challenge 

facing network operators today – who are obligated to uphold a 

jurisdiction’s regulations – is to permit only lawful voice services 

that meet these requirements while minimizing cost.

REGULATORY COMPLIANCE

SOLUTION

Sandvine is the leader in regulatory VoIP management. The 

Regulatory VoIP Management solution provides the broad 

functionality and flexibility needed to deliver reliable compliance, 

while also preserving the ability to adapt to changing regulations, 

traffic makeup, and patterns of usage.

Included in the solution is an extensive application signature 

library that is continually upgraded to identify new and changing 

applications, with the added ability of identifying encrypted 

application traffic. Operators also have the option to design their 

own custom signatures if so desired.

Once traffic is identified, multiple actions can be applied to 

comply with regulations. For instance, unlicensed traffic can 

be blocked or rejected, which will halt the traffic streams; 

alternatively, traffic can be rate-limited or session-limited, which 

delivers better results for some types of applications (e.g., 

polymorphic applications that change behavior when blocked).
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IMPACT AND RESULTS

The Regulatory VoIP Management 

solution has been deployed by leading 

providers around the world. These 

providers can rest assured that they are 

complying with current regulations, and 

that they have the flexibility to change 

the way that they manage these 

applications, should regulations change. 

The strength of Sandvine's solution is 

the combination of the thousands of signatures in the Active 

Network Intelligence engine and its weekly signature updates.

REGULATORY COMPLIANCE

Options for OTT regulations

Sandvine’s Regulatory VoIP 

Management Architecture

Save Money
• Minimize CAPEX to comply with VoIP management regulations.
• Avoid TRA penalties for allowance of illegal VoIP traffic .
• Ensure revenue protection for legal voice services.

ROI



   

ABOUT SANDVINE

Sandvine helps organizations run world-class networks 

with Active Network Intelligence, leveraging machine 

learning analytics and closed-loop automation to identify 

and adapt to network behavior in real-time. With 

Sandvine, organizations have the power of a highly 

automated platform from a single vendor that delivers a 

deep understanding of their network data to drive faster, 

better decisions.

For more information, visit www.sandvine.com  

or follow Sandvine on Twitter at @Sandvine
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